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Abstract
Systematic approaches to evidence synthesis can improve the rigour, transparency, and replicability of a
traditional literature review. However, these systematic approaches are time and resource intensive. We
evaluate the ability of OpenAI’s ChatGPT to undertake two initial stages of evidence syntheses (searching
peer-reviewed literature and screening for relevance) and develop a novel collaborative framework to
leverage the best of both human and AI intelligence. Using a scoping review of community-based
�sheries management as a case study, we �nd that with substantial prompting, the AI can provide critical
insight into the construction and content of a search string. Thereafter, we evaluate �ve strategies for
synthesising AI output to screen articles based on prede�ned inclusion criteria. We �nd low omission
rates (< 1%) of relevant literature by the AI are achievable, which is comparable to that of human
screeners. These �ndings show that generalised AI tools can assist reviewers with evidence synthesis to
accelerate the implementation and improve the reliability of a review.

Main
Evidence syntheses refers to methods of identifying, selecting, and combining results from multiple
studies and is used widely across the sciences, from health and medicine to environmental management.
Syntheses can have wide ranging impacts in research, policy and practice and can be used to evaluate
and summarise existing literatures, identify knowledge gaps, support evidence-informed decision-making,
and guide future research needs and investments (Haddaway et al., 2016; Wyborn et al., 2018). There are
many different methods of synthesis (e.g., systematic reviews, systematic maps, scoping reviews, rapid
evidence assessments), with the method adopted for a speci�c context depending on the purpose, scope
of the topic and research questions, or the availability of resources (Munn et al., 2018; Pullin & Stewart,
2006)). These syntheses (otherwise known as reviews; the terms evidence synthesis and review are used
interchangeably hereafter) can exceed the quality and strength of traditional literature reviews (e.g.,
narrative reviews) through the application of three key principles: rigour, transparency and replicability
(Cooke et al., 2023; Mallett et al., 2012). However, these advantages are counter-balanced by
corresponding increases in the time and resources required to apply systematic methods (Haddaway &
Westgate, 2019; Mallett et al., 2012). For example, current systematic approaches to evidence synthesis
typically require multiple reviewers (Haddaway et al., 2020), which can improve reliability of results but
may conversely affect inter-reviewer reliability. Further, while systematic reviews are designed to reduce
researcher biases, they can still be marred by reviewer subjectivity and blind spots (Cooke et al., 2023).

As such, researchers have turned to Arti�cial Intelligence (AI). AI have been applied broadly across the
different stages of systematic evidence syntheses, showing promise in the age of big-data and an
increasing volume of literature (Berrang-Ford et al., 2021; De La Torre-López et al., 2023; Shaib et al.,
2023; Thomas et al., 2021). However, many of these approaches are limited to certain �elds of scienti�c
inquiry (Thomas et al., 2021), yield mixed successes (Shaib et al., 2023), or are designed, and limited to,
speci�c literature review stages (e.g., developing boolean strings, or screening articles) (De La Torre-López
et al., 2023). Recent AI advancements have created tools suitable for a range of tasks. For example, the
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responses from large language models (LLMs) can be short, such as assigning a numerical score in an
annotation task, or long, such as summarising a document. The advancements in LLMs present a unique
opportunity to incorporate AI into systematic syntheses and to understand how these tools could support
researchers and practitioners in both speeding up and improving these resource intensive processes.

The aim of this study is to explore the ability of AI tools to support and/or enhance a process of evidence
synthesis undertaken by a research team. Speci�cally, we evaluate the usefulness of a LLM ) to either
automate the identi�cation of relevant literature for evidence syntheses, or to function as a collaborator
that can assist a conventional team of human reviewers in improving the reliability or decreasing the time
it takes to perform a stage. When performing a ‘systematic’ review (Munn et al., 2018), automating a
stage will require that the algorithm performs as well as, or better than an individual or team of humans,
although for a less robust review one might accept a lesser degree of performance. A collaborative
approach would mean that a human/AI partnership performs better than either a team of humans or an
AI in isolation (Reeson & Paris, 2021). At every stage of the review (viz., developing a search strategy,
screening articles for inclusion/exclusion), quantitative and qualitative indicators were used to evaluate
and re�ect on the process (Fig. 1). We draw on the authors’ �rst-hand experiences of conducting reviews
to re�ect on the bene�ts and strengths of using AI tools to support research teams.

We assembled a human team and an AI team. The human team consisted of �ve humans (PT, JD, DK,
RS, RAJ) with expertise in undertaking various forms of evidence synthesis (e.g. (Duggan et al., 2023;
Karcher et al., 2021)). The AI team consisted of four humans (SS, MA, FB, RT) with modelling expertise,
who employed a Generative Pre-trained Transformer model (GPT), a proprietary AI large language model
developed by OpenAI (Brown et al., 2020), to produce outputs. The AI team, tested several prompting and
output synthesis strategies, including asking the AI to ‘re�ect’ on its choice and asking a ‘committee’ of AI
agents the same prompt (Methods). Each team performed the initial stages of a scoping review in
parallel (Fig. 1). At the end of each stage, the human team and the AI team re�ected upon the outputs
generated by the other team and generated a ‘collaborative’ output with which to proceed to the following
stage. The extent to which the collaborative output was similar to the AI output was used to characterise
the level of ‘automation’ whilst the extent to which the collaborative output differed from the human team
was used to characterise the level of ‘collaboration’ provided by the AI.

As a case study, we chose to undertake a scoping review of the existing literature on community-based
�sheries management (CBFM), an approach to �sheries management that gives coastal communities
and �shers primary responsibility for managing their coastal resources (Doulman, 1993). This topic was
chosen given the expertise of the team of researchers, and the diversity of terminology and language
used in this space, which provides a robust test of the AI’s capabilities (See Supplement H for further
information).

Results
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To examine the potential of AI to facilitate evidence syntheses, we explore the AI team's performance at
each stage. First, we examine its capability to develop search strings. Then, we turn to examining
performance in screening articles, including the pilot screening and at a title and abstract screening.

Developing the search strategy

The �rst stage of this study was to evaluate the abilities of AI to craft a comprehensive, reliable and
relevant search strategy on the topic of CBFM. Based on the prompts given by an independent team of
reviewers (Table 1), the AI generated the following search string and screening criteria:

((community-based OR participatory OR co-management OR collaborative OR natural resource
management) AND (�sheries OR marine resource OR �shery) AND (management OR conservation OR
governance)) AND ((Paci�c Island countries) AND (bene�ts OR advantages OR opportunities OR
strengths OR positive OR opportunities OR potential) AND (barriers OR challenges OR obstacles OR
limitations OR constraints OR di�culties))

Screening Criteria:

Studies published in English

Studies focused on Paci�c Island countries

Studies that address the bene�ts and barriers of community-based �sheries management

Studies that were published between 2000 and 2023

Studies that were peer-reviewed

Whilst this search strategy super�cially re�ects the research topic, the human team of reviewers identi�ed
several shortcomings that undermine its usefulness for this review. Indeed, when used in the Scopus
database, the search string above only �nds 2 articles. The primary shortcoming is that the AI has over
constrained the search string by employing too many ‘AND’ operators between keyword phrases which
are themselves also constrained. For example, the inclusion of ‘Paci�c Island countries’ as part of the
search string, without enumerating speci�c countries or other classi�cations will not capture articles that
only mention their speci�c locale. Further, separating the key phrases for bene�ts and barriers with an
‘AND’ operator will only identify studies that look at both, without �nding relevant studies that look at one
or the other. Relatedly, while the scope of the study is to explore the barriers and bene�ts of CBFM, we can
imagine studies which do not explicitly use these words in the title or abstract or may use a variety of
terminology to describe them, and so including key phrases for these concepts at all is overly restrictive.
Instead, the human team decided that the literature on CBFM would be small enough that they could
afford to capture all the potentially relevant literature on this topic without speci�cally searching or
screening for bene�ts and barriers at this stage.

The screening criteria proposed by the AI, with the exception of the ‘2000–2023’ criteria, were well-aligned
with those designed by the human team (Supplement D). However, the human team agreed that greater
speci�city was required to ensure consistency in what is meant by both the concepts ‘Paci�c Island
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countries’ and ‘Community-based �sheries management’. They also pointed out that screening based on
‘bene�ts’ and ‘barriers’ at this stage was premature, given that papers with this kind of information may or
may not mention it at the abstract level. Ultimately, the text of the screening criteria used to prompt the AI
with the best outcomes were a compromise between the simplicity of the AI-generated criteria and the
complexity of the human team’s (see Section 3.2.1 for quantitative outcomes for each prompt; see
Supplement E for screening criteria used in AI prompts).

Despite these shortcomings, there are several strengths in this AI generated approach that the human
team found invaluable. For example, while the AI utilised broad and sometimes tangential keywords (e.g.,
collaborative), it did prompt the human team to re�ect on the use of the search term ‘co-management’,
which was initially excluded due to being perceived as a distinct concept from CBFM, but which, upon
re�ection, could be included in the search string because it is sometimes used interchangeably for CBFM
in parts of the existing literature. Whilst the AI did not necessarily use the best boolean operators between
each key phrase, in this instance it did have the insight to divide the concept of CBFM into three distinct
key phrases: synonyms of (community-based) AND (�sheries) AND (management), which was viewed as
an improvement over human team’s original decision to consider CBFM as a distinct, singular concept.
Thereafter, literature searches are often heavily in�uenced and limited by the positionality of the
researchers engaging in the topic. This can be particularly problematic for topics that extend across
speci�c and distinct local and cultural contexts, such as CBFM, resulting in important literature potentially
not being included. In this case, we found that AI was able to support the creation of an inclusive search
strategy through rapidly providing a list of non-English terms used to describe CBFM-related terms in the
paci�c (e.g. Ra'ui (or Rahui); Supplement C), expanding our original search beyond a narrow, western,
academic lens. An initial search of the Scopus database of these terms coupled with the ‘�sheries’ key
phrase above yielded 82 potential studies not identi�ed in our original search. This AI capability could be
used to produce more inclusive search strategies generally and help to identify those with speci�c
relevant local and cultural expertise to advise further. AI does not replace local and contextual knowledge,
however, it may provide a draft search string that can be taken to experts and/or actors with a stake in the
topic in question.

Screening the articles

The second stage of this study was to evaluate the abilities of AI to screen articles based on a
predetermined screening criteria (i.e., inclusion/exclusion). To do so, a list of articles was generated from
Scopus using a simpli�ed version of the AI search string, which was revised by the human team (as
described in Methods). Here, we present the results of this two-part screening process, (i) pilot screening
of 100 randomly selected articles from the previous stage and, after discussions to re�ne the screening
criteria and select the best-performing AI implementation, (ii) screening all 1098 articles from the previous
stage. We used quantitative measures to evaluate the abilities of the LLM in this process, including
Kappa statistics to explore inter-rater reliability among human team and AI, and calculate the number of
disagreements between the human team and AI (see Methods). When tallying disagreements, we de�ne
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false positives as articles that the human team rejected and the AI accepted, and false negatives as
articles that the human team accepted and the AI rejected.

Pilot screening

First, we followed common review practices of checking consistency among reviewers by undertaking a
‘pilot screen’ of 100 articles. All 5 human reviewers and AI independently screened the same 100 articles
at the title-abstract level, determining whether the article should be included or excluded based on the
screening criteria developed in the previous stage. Initial agreement within the human team in the pilot
screen was ‘near perfect’ (Fleiss’ Kappa = 0.85; (Landis & Koch, 1977)), with disagreements over 13
articles (https://github.com/s-spillias/GPT-Screening/blob/main/CBFM/Paper-Results/Pilot_Result.xlsx).
These were resolved via discussions within the human team, yielding a ‘consensus’ list of 18 included
and 82 excluded articles.

When the AI was prompted to screen articles based on the exact text of the screening criteria used by the
human team (Supplement D), there was only fair to moderate agreement with the human’s consensus list
(Cohen’s Kappa = 0.21–0.44) and yielded false negative rates of 7–13% across AI screening strategies.
We therefore revised the screening criteria fed to the AI (Supplement E) by simplifying the language,
adopting a uniform way of expressing each criteria, and iteratively testing prompts using the con�icted
studies between the initial human and AI pilot screen until inter-rater reliability scores were similar to
those found between the individual human raters. This process substantially improved the agreement
with the human pilot screen (Cohen’s Kappa = 0.72–0.86) and decreased the rate of false negatives to 1–
4% across AI screening strategies. When AI was included alongside the human reviewers as a sixth
collaborator, the inter-rater reliability (Fleiss’ kappa) for all implementations was greater than 0.8 which
represents ‘near perfect agreement’ (Landis & Koch, 1977). We decided the ‘best’ performing AI strategy
was that with the lowest number of false negatives, which was the ‘Committee with Any Acceptance and
Re�ection’ (Methods). This strategy only omitted one article that the human team included.

Screening all articles

Out of 1098 possible articles, the human team initially identi�ed 100 that met the screening criteria (9%),
whereas the best AI implementation identi�ed 157 articles to include. We present the results for this
implementation below, and refer the reader to the associated repository for the performance of all AI
implementations (https://github.com/s-spillias/GPT-Screening/blob/main/CBFM/Paper-
Results/All_Result.xlsx). The inter-rater reliability between the best AI screen and the human list was high,
albeit not as high as the pilot screen (Cohen’s kappa = 0.63). Like the pilot screen, the false negative rate
was low (1.2%). However, the false positive rate was higher than the pilot screen (6.5%).

Cross-referencing between this best-performing AI strategy and the human list identi�ed 85 disputed
papers (14 false negatives and 71 false positives). Upon further evaluation of these 85 disputed papers,
eighteen were decided to be miscategorisations by the human team, with eight being removed from the
human list, and ten added, resulting in a collaboratively generated list of 102 titles (Fig. 3). The remaining
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67 articles were classi�ed as AI miscategorisations. Of those that were removed from the initial human
list after prompting by the AI, all were deemed unlikely to have a relevant case study in one of the PICs. Of
those that were added to the initial human list, most had vague mentions of possibly relevant case
studies that the AI highlighted. For example, one abstract says, ‘Drawing on case studies of the
Community Conservation Research Network…’, which along with other mentions of community-based
management concepts, was decided to be enough for inclusion. This re-categorisation suggests that the
AI can improve the reliability in the literature screening stage by highlighting possibly relevant studies that
might be missed by an initial human screen.

This re-assignment improved the inter-rater reliability of the best performing AI screen (Cohen’s kappa = 
0.71), and decreased the false negative rate to (0.5%) and false positive rate to (5.6%). When the original
human screen was compared with this collaborative list, the false negative rate was 1%, whilst the false
positive rate was 0.7%. This suggests that the best performing AI implementation’s false negative rate
was comparable to that of the human team, although the AI’s false positive rate was still much higher.
Compared to the other AI implementations, we found a trade-off whereby decreasing the false negative
rate comes at the cost of increasing the false positive rate, whilst the inter-rater reliability was fairly
constant across implementations (Fig. 4).

The remaining six AI false negatives were all kept in the collaborative list because of language in their
abstracts that hinted at a possible related case study. However, the AI consistently rejected them because
they did not explicitly mention at least one of the 14 PICs. For example, one of these disputed abstracts
concludes with the phrase ‘as illustrated in this paper with examples of marine commons’. The human
team agreed that this was enough to meet the geographic screening criteria, whilst the AI consistently
articulated that the article should be excluded due to the lack of mention of one of the 14 PICs.

The reasons for the disagreement in the remaining AI false positives (n = 61) can be explored here
(https://github.com/s-spillias/GPT-Screening/blob/main/CBFM/Paper-Results/All_Result.xlsx). Of these,
17 were accepted by every AI implementation. In most cases, these do not appear to represent cases of
the AI making incorrect assertions, so much as over-generous interpretations. For example, in a paper
about aquaculture research and development, when asked if a community-based approach is explored,
the AI argues ‘Maybe; The abstract mentions the need to gain active participation from resource users,
but it is unclear if this will be a community-based approach’. In general, the most common error was the
AI being over-inclusive with respect to the geographic criterion in the screening stage, seeking to include
studies that were not based in one of the 14 PICs, but which were tangentially related because a speci�c
nearby region was mentioned. For example, about a paper based in Cambodia, one AI agent decided
upon re�ection to ‘maybe’ include the paper because ‘... it is relevant to the broader Southeast Asian
region and could provide insights for similar contexts’.

Discussion
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These �ndings suggest that generalised AI tools, such as ChatGPT and potentially other large-language
models, can assist in two critical stages of evidence synthesis to accelerate the implementation and
improve the reliability of a review. We found that whilst the AI can be helpful in brainstorming relevant
terms and can occasionally provide insight into the structure of a search string, it is unable to provide a
useful search string without substantial prompting (at least at the current level of development of
ChatGPT). For screening articles based on predetermined screening criteria, occasional AI
misinterpretations undermine the reliability of a single AI assessment but can be overcome via repeated
independent queries. From a resource perspective, this can be invaluable as three independent AI agents
were able to automatically apply four screening criteria to more than 1000 articles for an API cost of less
than 11 USD in roughly 12 hours.

Using AI can improve search string development but cannot yet be relied upon to independently develop a
high-quality search string. This is a less optimistic conclusion than that offered by (Wang et al., 2023),
who evaluate ChatGPT’s ability to generate search strings for PubMed. Our experience may stem from
there being less rigorous ways of describing concepts in the broader �eld of socio-ecology than those
accessible by PubMed. The shortcomings in our study are perhaps unsurprising given that search strings
are highly structured and logical formulations, and those representing socio-ecological questions are
probably poorly represented in ChatGPT’s training dataset. Future work could investigate whether �ne-
tuning an LLM based on search strings gleaned from evidence syntheses and their respective research
topics could improve the AI’s ‘understanding’ of how to compose them. However, it should be noted that
the pro�ciency of the AI in screening for relevant articles in the subsequent stage, could de-emphasise the
importance of crafting a high-quality search string by allowing the semi-automation of a much larger
number of articles than would be otherwise possible by a human.

Our work extends the �ndings of (Nakaya et al., 2023), and shows that even in tasks that require textual
interpretation, an AI such as ChatGPT can provide a reliable classi�cation of relevant articles across
numerous screening criteria. Unlike (Nakaya et al., 2023) however, we show that, for more complex
screening criteria, relying on a single agent can provide inconsistent results. Multiple repeat calls to the AI,
supported by the random context string described in Section 2.3, can provide a greater level of reliability
by reducing the chances of omitting relevant articles, albeit at the expense of returning a greater number
of false positives to be screened at a subsequent stage. We have also shown that ChatGPT is able to
achieve a high level of inter-rater reliability when compared to a team of humans, and that it is possible
for the AI to generate a list of articles that have a false negative rate that is comparable to, or even less
than, a team of human screeners. Thus one should, in principle, feel con�dent in relying upon an AI to
function as well as a single researcher in screening a large list of studies.

Whist we have shown that AI can aid in veri�cation and re�ection, reducing researcher biases and
improving output quality, these results highlight the current need for collaborative (Reeson & Paris, 2021)
rather than purely automated AI systems, and underscore the continued role of human researchers in the
process of identifying relevant literature in evidence syntheses. For example, although AI can expand
inclusivity by equipping researchers with broader terms than they may have otherwise available to them
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from their own positionality, researchers must know enough to elicit this kind of information, as we found
that the AI did not readily offer this information. The expertise of the human team, including social
sciences and interdisciplinary skills, is important, along with an understanding of local contexts and
inclusivity. Further, outputs from large language models, like GPT, may not re�ect the full diversity of
views on a topic, even when those are present in its training data (Santurkar et al., 2023), further
highlighting the role of collaboration with individuals who possess such knowledge and can provide
contextual insight. This is especially important when a task requires meaning that is not represented in
text, such as some traditional or experiential knowledge, or language with quickly changing meaning,
such as in an emerging scienti�c discipline because pre-trained models, like GPT3.5/ChatGPT, which
generate text based on patterns observed in the language of the past. Whilst we have shown that AI can
be trusted to capture relevant literature at a similar rate as human screeners, and generate rationales for
its decisions, the �ne-scale nuance sought by the human team was not achieved by the AI. This led to the
trade-off between false positives and negatives that we observed.

In the rapidly growing space of AI in research practice and particularly evidence synthesis, there is
growing debate on �nding the right balance between using AI to automate various tasks while
maintaining meaningful human engagement (Chubb et al., 2022; Wagner et al., 2022). This balancing act
is particularly precarious when considering the goals of undertaking a systematic review, to not only
contribute to the literature, identify gaps and produce novel interpretation, but also to learn along the way
(e.g., as a phd student, your �rst task is to do a literature review, enabling you to learn about the breadth
and depth of knowledge related to your topic) (Pickering & Byrne, 2014). Undertaking the screening stage
of evidence synthesis manually can catalyse important understandings of a broad body of literature,
resulting in identi�cation of tangentially relevant papers of interest or could even trigger a topic pivot.
Implications and comprehensive understandings of what may be lost through automating the process of
performing a review are unclear. Chubb et al (2022), in conversation with leading scholars, frame humans
as maintaining the role of ‘generators of meaning’ in the context of AI and research processes. They
discuss potential implications of relieving researchers of drudgery tasks, such as literature screening,
suggesting that this may limit individuals developing core skills, but on the other hand, through
accelerating narrow tasks (e.g. screening) it may leave more room for human creativity and collective
knowledge production (Gibbons, 2000). Raising questions of what is lost as well as what is gained for
researchers through the automation of processes of evidence synthesis, rather than just the end-products,
is a consideration worth investing in. In contrast to automation, a collaborative and iterative human-AI
approach, such as the one demonstrated in this study, may address some of these concerns while
maintaining the bene�ts.

We have shown that AI systems have the capability to streamline the search and retrieval of relevant
articles, thereby improving the e�ciency of the review process. However, this was done within the context
of a process designed for human capabilities and limitations and raises the question of whether we can
design AI systems that enable better search and retrieval of articles for speci�c research topic without the
need for manually searching databases and screening for relevant articles. Whilst we focused on the
peer-reviewed literature, the techniques explored here could be combined with other search engines and
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methods to gather in grey literature as well, which could improve upon current best practices in machine
learning (Berrang-Ford et al., 2021) and which could yield a substantial time and resource saving while
also creating richer and likely more reliable re�ections of the state of knowledge in �elds were the use of
grey literature is more prevalent.

Conclusion
Research synthesis is increasingly important as the volume of information balloons beyond what any
single researcher or team of researchers can practicably follow. AI has the potential to address several
issues facing research groups where capacity is constrained by the volume and complexity of the
information to absorb and challenges to address. This paper provides an example of how to do that
collaboratively, with a place at the table for both human and AI alike working together and following the
same respectful tenets as any interdisciplinary team. We show that AI can provide avenues for
broadening effectiveness of a systematic review’s search strategy and may omit less than 1% of relevant
articles in an automated screen based on predetermined screening criteria - a rate which is similar to
human experts conducting the same screen. However, like any new technology both the advantages and
disadvantages must be honestly faced so as not to lead to unintended or undesirable consequences.
This manuscript provides a method for AI, implemented collaboratively, to accelerate the process of
identifying relevant literature for such a research endeavour. In this study, we show that AI can reduce the
burden on researchers by providing a reliable and transparent method for identifying relevant peer-
reviewed research.

Methods

Developing the search strategy
To search for relevant literature, the human team undertook several steps to develop a search string,
following ROSES (RepOrting standards for Systematic Evidence Syntheses) protocol (Haddaway et al.,
2018). First, we conducted an initial scoping search of the relevant literature using the bibliographic
database Scopus. The initial keyword string consisted of generic terms to describe community-based
�sheries management, using terms both known to the authors and those identi�ed through keywords in
known studies. The purpose of this initial exploratory search was to identify highly relevant and highly
cited papers in the �eld that could be used as internal checking papers. After this, the human team
iteratively developed a search string that resulted in a comprehensive list of search results, while also
limiting the number of irrelevant articles (as reported in Results). The human team also developed a
screening criterion (i.e., inclusion/exclusion) to re�ect the scope, purpose and research questions of the
review.

In parallel, the AI team used ChatGPT to develop an appropriate list of keywords (i.e., a search string).
Speci�cally, we developed a prompt inspired by the strategy of (Wang et al., 2023)(Table 1), and
submitted it to �ve separate instances of the ChatGPT online interface. We then provided the �ve
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resulting search strings and asked one instance of ChatGPT to decide which was best for the research
topic (for the speci�c prompt see Supplement G).

Table 1
Search Strategy Prompt. See Supplement A for the full response.

You are a researcher about to undertake a scoping review of the existing literature on community-
based �sheries management, an approach to �sheries management that gives coastal communities
and �shers primary responsibility for managing their coastal resources. In this review, your aim is to
explore the perceived (i) bene�ts of, and (ii) barriers to, the implementation of community-based
�sheries management in Paci�c Island countries. The �rst step is to develop a search strategy to
locate papers that could be relevant to the topic. You will do this by A) breaking the topic into
functional components and then brainstorming a comprehensive list of possible synonyms, related
terms, shared embeddings, relevant acronyms, and terms researchers might use for each component,
B) Designing an inclusive Boolean search string that incorporates these terms and is able to capture a
wide range of relevant literature, and C) creating an exclusive list of inclusion criteria that can be used
to screen the titles and abstracts of potential papers. (A) will need to be inclusive enough that no
relevant papers are missed. (B) will need to have the correct boolean operators to ensure that the
maximum number of relevant articles are returned from the search, and (C) will need to be exclusive
enough that only highly relevant papers are able to pass the screening stage.

 

After the AI and the human team �nished developing the search strings and screening criteria, the output
of the AI search string was sent to co-authors for re�ection. The co-authors then discussed the strengths
and weaknesses of the search string developed by AI, using combined knowledge and experience of
reviews and the topic. Here, the co-authors also re�ected on how the AI generated search string could be
used to prompt human reviewers to improve the reliability and inclusiveness of their own search string.
As the focus of this study is not to undertake a full systematic review of the literature on CBFM, we
re�ned the search string developed by AI to generate a simple search string that could be used to identify
a suitable number of relevant articles to evaluate the ability of AI to screen articles for inclusion.

Screening the articles
The resulting articles from this search were exported from Scopus on May 2, 2023 as an .ris �le and
saved into the reference management software Endnote X9. Once in Endnote, the articles were exported
into a single �le in Microsoft Excel 2023 to allow the human team and AI to screen the articles for this
review. To determine which articles should be included or excluded in the data extraction stage of the
review, the human team and AI screened the articles at the title-abstract level using the screening criteria
reproduced in Supplements D & E. Ensuring consistency between reviewers is critical in systematic
approaches to literature reviews, as such we undertake the article screening in two stages: by ‘pilot
screening’ a subsample of the articles and identifying inconsistencies between reviewers, before
screening the remainder of articles.

For the AI screening, we used the OpenAI chat completion API to access the GPT 3.5 Turbo model. We
chose this over the other models because it is currently widely available, and is fast and inexpensive to
use (OpenAI API, n.d.). For the full code and parameter settings see the related GitHub repository for this
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paper (https://github.com/s-spillias/GPT-Screening). We developed a general prompt that asked the AI to
consider a given Title and Abstract and asked it to evaluate whether the Title and Abstract met a given
Screening Criteria. This prompt allowed for three possible inclusion outcomes, ‘Yes’, ‘No’, and ‘Maybe’, and
requested an explanation for the decision (Table 2).

Based on preliminary trials, we heavily modi�ed the screening criteria for the AI (compare Supplement D &
E) and also explored two techniques to mitigate against erroneous AI output. The �rst was a ‘re�ection’
technique (Shinn et al., 2023; White et al., 2023), whereby the AI was prompted to deliver a structured
response that included an initial response, a re�ection on the appropriateness of that response, and then
a �nal response. The second technique we used was to empanel a committee of AI agents by repeatedly
asking the same prompt three times (see Supplement F for a discussion of the technique used to elicit
unique responses to identical prompts).

Table 2
General prompt used to query OpenAI’s ChatGPT. Text in bold was varied according to the Title/Abstract,

Screening Criteria, and Randomly Generated String.
Ignore this string: <Random String>

You are a reviewer for a research project and have been asked

to assess whether the given paper Title and Abstract meets the following Screening Criteria (SC). In
assessing, do not re-interpret the SC, simply assess the SC at face value.

We are only interested in papers that strictly meet the SC.

If not enough information is available, be inclusive as we can follow-up at a later stage.

SC: <Screening Criterion>

Task: Given the following Title and Abstract, respond to the Screening Criteria (SC) with the following
elements, Initial Response, Re�ection on Initial Response, and Final Response. Here is an example of
how your response should look:

Format:

SC -

Initial Response: Only respond with a Yes or No; Short explanation as rationale.

Re�ection: Is the Initial Response correct? Be concise.

Final Response: Strictly only respond with a Yes or No; Short explanation based on re�ection.

Initial Response and Final Response should consist of only a

Yes or No or Maybe followed by a semicolon and a single sentence explanation for your reasoning.
Like this:

SC: Final Response; One sentence of reasoning.

Title: <Title Text>

Abstract: <Abstract Text>
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With these two techniques, we tested �ve distinct strategies for using the AI across nine implementations.

1. Individual Agent - Using a single AI agent’s initial reaction. (n = 3)

2. Individual with Re�ection - Using a single AI agent’s �nal decision after re�ection. (n = 3)

3. Committee of Agent’s Initial Response - Accepting a paper with at least one a�rmative initial
response from any of a committee of three AI agents. (n = 1)

4. Committee of Agents with Re�ection - Accepting a paper with at least one a�rmative �nal response
from any of a committee of three AI agents. (n = 1)

5. Committee with Re�ection and Any Acceptance - As with strategy 4, but accepting any paper with
any a�rmative response, in either the initial or �nal response. (n = 1)

In the interest of time, a paper was rejected by the AI screen, and further screening criteria skipped, if, for
any screening criteria, there were only ‘No’s’ for all initial and �nal responses.

Pilot screening
Prior to screening the entire 1,098 articles returned by the database search, we followed common review
practices of internal consistency checking by undertaking a ‘pilot screen’ of 100 articles. That is, the
human team and AI each screened the same 100 randomly selected articles from the search results. All 5
reviewers and AI independently screened the 100 articles at the title-abstract level, determining whether
the article should be included or excluded based on the screening criteria developed in the previous stage.
We then compared the results, by calculating inter-rater reliability (Hallgren, 2012), (i.e., consistency) via
Fleiss’ kappa statistic using the AI screen as a ‘sixth member’ of the human team and Cohen’s kappa
statistic comparing the aggregated human screen with the AI screen. These two methods allow us to
compare the reliability of the AI to any individual human and allow us to evaluate the reliability of the AI
in independently identifying all of the relevant literature that a team of humans found.

Thereafter, within the human team, a Fleiss kappa statistic was then calculated to check the level of
agreement (i.e., the consistency) internally between the 5 human reviewers. The kappa statistic from this
human pilot screen was 0.85, indicating a near perfect agreement (Landis & Koch, 1977). At this stage,
the human team met to discuss any articles that were a point of difference in screening (i.e., whereby
there was not 100% agreement across the 5 reviewers), and to discuss any necessary re�nements to the
screening criteria as a result. In doing so, a list of included/excluded articles was produced based on the
decisions made by the collective human team (referred to as the ‘aggregated human team results’).

After this, we sought to compare the level of agreement in the pilot screening between the aggregated
human team results and the AI results. To do so, we calculated Cohen’s kappa statistic between the
aggregated human team’s list and each AI implementation’s result (Hallgren, 2012). For each AI
implementation, we calculated the number of false positives and false negatives by assuming the
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aggregated human team results re�ect the reality of the data. Here we assume that, in this context, false
positives represent a less egregious error than false negatives because false positives can be further
screened at the later full-text stage, while false negatives represent omissions of relevant information. We
therefore characterised the ‘best-performing’ strategy as the strategy that had the lowest number of false
negatives compared to the human-generated list.

Screening all articles
The remainder of the screening process for the human team was undertaken using Covidence, an online
software for systematic reviews (Babineau, 2014). During this stage, each of the 5 human reviewers
screened approximately 200 articles each, indicating whether an article should be included or excluded
based on the prede�ned screening criteria. To ensure comprehensive screening, any ‘maybe’ articles were
accepted for full-text review and data extraction. The AI screening was undertaken using the same �ve
strategies listed above. After completion of the screening by the human team and the AI, we cross-
referenced the output list from the best-performing AI strategy with the human-generated list to create a
list of disputed articles. The titles and abstracts from these disputed articles were then re-screened and
discussed by the lead authors and re-assigned to create a ‘collaborative list’ of included articles. As with
the pilot screen, once the collaborative list was compiled, we evaluated the outcome of the full screen by
calculating the inter-rater reliability between the collaborative list and the AI and human list using Cohen’s
Kappa Statistic and by tallying the number of false positives and false negatives.
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Figure 1

Methodological Approach. A team of researchers (‘human team’) (PT, JD, DK, RS, RAJ) systematically
searched and screened literature relevant to the topic of Community-Based Fisheries Management. In
parallel, a team of researchers used a large language model (‘AI Team’) (SS, MA, FB, RT) to facilitate the
same process. After each stage of this process, the human team and AI team reconvened to compare and
re�ect on the outputs, and identify opportunities for collaboration to improve the robustness of the search
and screen.
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Figure 2

Number of titles included and excluded by human and AI screeners. The best performing AI
implementation ‘Committee with Re�ection and Any Acceptance’, which minimises the false negative rate,
compared to the �nal collaborative list. Top left and bottom right boxes (green) represent agreement
between Human and AI screeners. Top right and bottom left boxes represent disagreements. We
characterise the bottom left (orange) as false negatives, and view them as worse errors than top right
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(tan) false positives, because false positives can be screened away in the next full-text stage, whereas
false negatives represent lost relevant data.

Figure 3

Implications of different AI processing techniques. (a) The trade-off between not missing relevant articles
(False Negatives), and including articles that are not relevant (False Positives) when AI outputs are
compared to the �nal collaborative list of included articles. Incorporating re�ection for a single agent has
little impact on the overall quality of the screen. Whereas, incorporating a committee of AI agents (n=3),
decreases the number of relevant articles that are missed, at the cost of increasing the number of extra
articles that will have to be screened at the next phase of the review. Human error rates compared to the
�nal collaborative list are denoted by the (*). (b) Impact of incorporating re�ection and ‘committee’ in
screen decision-making. We include Cohen’s kappa statistic calculated between the initial aggregated
human list and the �nal collaborative list that incorporates the output of the best-performing AI
implementation.
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